
  

 

 

VISITOR MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Right People in Right Place at Right Time 

Most organizations attract large number of visitors. These visitors include 

customers, suppliers, colleagues, maintenance staff, competitors, 

government officers, guests, friends, relatives and sometime completely 

unknown people. We need to stop some visitor at reception whereas 

some visitors should have access to specific areas, offices and labs in the 

building. Further, some visitors are for short duration, whereas others can 

stay for days or weeks. In addition, the security is expected to keep track 

of all the visitors and the equipment they carry. Any lapse can 

compromise security and safety of physical, intellectual and human 

assets. No wonder, managing visitors' access is challenging for most 

organizations. Secure Visitor Management System (SVMS) is designed to 

address these concerns in a professional and systematic method without 

compromising security, hospitality or productivity. 

Call Us: +91-8090250196 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WITH APP 

Resident App 

Security Guard App 

Admin Login (on Web) 

 

 

Features Rs.700 / Year Plan Rs.1000 / Year Plan 

Notification Yes Yes 

DND No Yes 

App Installation 1 2 

SMS Yes Yes 

Notice Board No Yes 

 

 

WITHOUT RESIDENT APP 

Security Guard App 

Admin Login (on Web) 

 

 

Rs.15,000/year 

1500 Entries per month 

Rs.25,000/year 

2500 Entries per month 

PRICING 

*18% GST applicable 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BUSINESS & FRANCHISE MODEL 
 
 

 

EARN RS.50,000 PER MONTH BY INVESTING 5 LACS. 

DIRECT REFERRAL: - 50% 

INDIRECT REFERRAL: - 20% 

NEXT YEAR: - FLAT 20% PER YEAR* 

 

 

 

4 FRANCHISE MODEL PER CITY 

 

50% on Digital Marketing

+25% on Manual Marketing

+25% on Development, Marketing & Support

ADVERTISMENT & PROMOTION MODEL 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VISITOR MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
Keep track of visitors coming to your home and 

prevent unwanted visitors to enter, from anywhere 

you are. Historical record of all visitors to your flat 

is available at your fingertips. 

 

APP FEATURES 



DOMESTIC STAFF MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEM 

To know whether your Cook/Maid/Driver has come 

to your complex, all you need to do is check your 

Visitor Management App. 

Be in the know of other apartments your domestic 

help is working in and other information like their 

bank details, for making online salary payment. 

 

 

CALL FOR IMMEDIATE ASSISTANCE 

FROM NEIGHBOURS, GUARDS 

Though inside the gates of your residential 

complex, there can be several occasions where you 

might need immediate help. It may be an 

unwanted person trying to enter your flat, it may 

be a burglary you witness or a medical emergency 

at home. 

The Panic Alert feature, with a single button press, 

guarantees swift emergency assistance from the 

people who are the nearest, Neighbours & Security 

Guards. 

 



STAFF GIFT-PASS 
With this Security Management App, residents can 

now send an online note to the security guard, 

when they give material goods or cash to their staff 

(maid / cook / driver, etc.). 

This helps the security guards verify the items being 

carried out by them and Residents to maintain a 

record. 

You can also attach a photo of the item given to 

your staff for the guards to perform a visual check 

during staff checkout. 

 

MOBILE INTERCOM 
When a visitor comes to your apartment, the best 

person to authorize his/her entry is the person who 

is at home. This maybe your homemaker or aged 

parents (there is no need for a smartphone for 

availing this feature). 

ADDA Gatekeeper provides a smart way to provide 

an At-Home number to the security guards to call 

and authenticate visitor entry. 

 



STAFF LIST & REVIEWS 
Next time your maid/nanny/cook leaves for some 

reason, worry not. You can quickly look for a 

replacement through ADDA. 

Moreover, you can make an informed decision, as 

ADDA now shows a list of all domestic staff working 

in your community, along with reviews gathered 

from your neighbours. 

 

 

EXPECTED VISITORS 
Make your guests feel welcome by pre-authorizing 

their entry to your apartment. Guests will get 

notifications, complete with map location of the 

complex and your flat number. This notification will 

be used at the gate to provide a seamless entry to 

guests. 

The notification can be of two types - A Quick 

Response code valid for the selected multiple dates 

(can be reused as per the allowed dates) and as an 

SMS verification. 

 

 



RESIDENT ID CARD 
Now every resident can carry their resident ID card 

in their phones! This ID card can be used to 

authenticate residents at the security gate or 

clubhouse and prevent thereby unauthorized 

entries. 

 

 

HELPDESK 
Raise maintenance requests, ask queries to your 

Management Committee right from your 

Apartment Security App. Track progress till closure 

& provide feedback for tickets. 

 



DIRECTORY 
View list of your Neighbours, Management 

Committee members, place calls to them right from 

the App or initiate one to one Conversations. 

 

 

 

 

ADMIN PANEL FEATURES 

 

MONITOR SECURITY PROCESSES FROM ANYWHERE 

Now you do not have to stand at the security gate to make sure that the security processes 

laid by you are being followed. With the Analytics Dashboard & Reports available on this 

visitor management software, keep watch on security processes from anywhere you are. 

With ADDA Gatekeeper Analytics Dashboard & Reports keep watch on security processes 

from anywhere you are 

 

SAVE ON STAFF ABSENTEE COSTS 

You may be losing a lot of money, paying staff who are maybe not turning up for work or 

working for only fraction of time they are supposed to work. 



Track your staff attendance in a fool proof manner and make salary payments based on 

attendance. 

 

MANAGE MEMBERS 

Keep information about residents, maintenance staff & vendors at your fingertips with 

ADDA. Manage move-in/move-out of members, control access given to members, send 

Broadcasts to residents regarding any notification. 
 

HELPDESK TRACKER 

Increase satisfaction of residents by managing complaints and tickets in an effective 

manner. 

Setup categories of queries/complaints, set owners for each and set escalation metrics to 

track and ensure on time closure of issues. 

Developed by: - FRIENDZ IT SOLUTIONS 

Email ID: - info@friendzitsolutions.biz 

Contact No: - +91-8090250196 
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